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� Nanoparticles are an intense topic of research and have important health implications.
� On-line and off-line sampling methods are considered.
� Measured airborne concentrations of specific metals are reviewed.
� Small number of receptor modelling studies published to date.
� Sources and tracers of nanoparticle sources are reviewed.
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Knowledge of the human health impacts associated with airborne nanoparticle exposure has led to
considerable research activity aimed at better characterising these particles and understanding which
particle properties are most important in the context of effects on health. Knowledge of the sources,
chemical composition, physical structure and ambient concentrations of nanoparticles has improved
significantly as a result. Given the known toxicity of many metals and the contribution of nanoparticles
to their oxidative potential, the metallic content of the nanoparticulate burden is likely to be an
important factor to consider when attempting to assess the impact of nanoparticle exposure on health.
This review therefore seeks to draw together the existing knowledge of metallic nanoparticles in the
atmosphere and discuss future research priorities in the field. The article opens by outlining the reasons
behind the current research interest in the field, and moves on to discuss sources of nanoparticles to the
atmosphere. The next section reviews ambient concentrations, covering spatial and temporal variation,
mass and number size distributions, air sampling and measurement techniques. Further sections discuss
the chemical and physical composition of particles. The review concludes by summing up the current
state of research in the area and considering where future research should be focused.
� 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
1. Introduction

The term nanoparticle (NP) is used to refer to a wide range of
particles, and definitions vary considerably between different
studies, depending on the context of the study and the technique of
measurement. It is most frequently used as a specific size
description (usually < 100 nm, though sometimes < 50 nm) and
this review will use the term nanoparticle to refer to particles of
vironmental Sciences/Center
iz University, PO Box 80203,

rrison).

r Ltd. This is an open access article
<100 nm, interchangeably with the term ultrafine particle (UFP,
taken tomean PM0.1). If the study being referred to used these term
differently this will be stated. Likewise, the terms atmospheric,
airborne and ambient will be used interchangeably, and refer to
outdoor and indoor non-occupational environments. Many sources
also refer to particle modes e nuclei, Aitken, accumulation, coarse
e and definitions of these modes also vary greatly. This subject is
discussed at length in a review of atmospheric nanoparticles
(Kumar et al., 2010). Some recent studies of UFP have included
larger particles up to 180 or even 250 nm aerodynamic diameter
(Daher et al., 2013; Ntziachristos et al., 2007; Saffari et al., 2013).
The cut-off point between ultrafine and accumulation modes is not
clear; a large fraction of accumulation mode particles are sourced
from UFP, and due to the fractal structures of soot particles,
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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particles with measured diameter >100 nm may be comprised of
small sub-particles within the nanoparticle size range.

Much of the concern over atmospheric nanoparticles derives
from their possible effects on human health. These are outside of
the scope of this article and the reader is referred to a recent review
on the subject (Heal et al., 2012).

2. Origin and sources of metallic nanoparticles

There are a wide range of known sources of metallic particles in
the ultrafine size range, contributing many different elements to
the particulate mass in a number of different chemical or physical
forms. Among the more commonly observed metals in ultrafine
aerosol are Na, Ca, K, Al, Fe, Pb, Ni, Cr, Ti, V and Zn, but a number of
less abundant elements such as U and Ce have also been observed
(Bzdek et al., 2012). Some common associations with known
sources appear in Table 1.

In recent years there has been growing appreciation of the
significance of metallic nanoparticles in the atmosphere. In
particular, the nanoparticle fraction of metals produced by road
traffic appears to be increasing as a proportion of the total par-
ticulate matter emitted by motor vehicles, owing to the increasing
use of metallic fuel additives, catalysts and diesel particulate filters
(Liati et al., 2012) and additives in lubricating oil (Miller et al.,
2007b). Particularly important are metallic fuel borne catalysts
(Jung et al., 2005; Park et al., 2008a; Nash et al., 2013; Gidney
et al., 2010; Lahaye et al., 1996), the aim of which is to reduce
the total inhalable particulate matter fraction. In doing so they
fundamentally change the morphology and distribution of emitted
particles, decreasing the size of soot particles (Morawska et al.,
2009).

It has been reported that 50% of metal-containing nano-
particles contain more than one metal (Adachi and Buseck,
2010). Fe, Zn, Ni, Cr and Ti are often found in particles con-
taining two or more metals. Particular combinations of multiple
elements have sometimes been found to be specific to particular
sources or processes, enabling these particle classes to be used
as markers (Bzdek et al., 2012) or to demonstrate common
emission sources. For instance, Tolocka et al. (2004) in a study in
Baltimore discovered that Fe particles were detected under
certain wind conditions, and 62% of these particles also con-
tained Pb. They were able to assign these particles to emissions
from a medical waste incinerator near to the sampling site
(Tolocka et al., 2004).
Table 1
Metals in ultrafine particles associated with known sources.

Source type Associated elements Reference

Diesel Al, Ca, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, V, Zn Liati et al., 2012;
Patel et al., 2012

Gasoline (emissions) Sr, Cu, Mn Lin et al., 2005
Lubricating oil Fe, Ca, P, Zn, Mg Gidney et al., 2010
Fuel-borne catalysts Fe, Mn, Ce Park et al., 2008a;

Cassee et al., 2011
Diesel fuel

(marine engines)
Al, Ca, Fe, Ni, V, Zn Lyyränen et al., 1999;

Moldanová et al., 2009;
Kumar et al., 2012

Non-exhaust traffic sources
Brakes Fe, Cu, Sn, Zn Kukutschová et al., 2011
Tyres Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Pb Adachi and Tainosho, 2004
Road dust Zn, Al, K, Fe, Na, Mn Saffari et al., 2013; Daher

et al., 2013
Industrial sources
Metalworking Fe, K, Na, Pb, Zn Reinard et al., 2007
Power generation Ce, Fe, La, Na, K, V, Reinard et al., 2007; Linak

et al., 2007;
Incinerators Cd, Pb, Sb, Zn Tolocka et al., 2005
2.1. Crustal origin

Studies of the Si/Al relationship in ambient aerosols have
revealed an extremely close correlation between the concentra-
tions of the two elements, thereby demonstrating that the main
source is likely to be crustal (Kenneth, 1976). This study also sug-
gests, however, that fly ash and anthropogenic dust may affect the
Si/Al ratios in urban areas. However, while the diagnostic use of the
ratio is considered to be useful for PM2.5 or PM10, it is less likely to
be valid for the ultrafine size fraction, due to the presence of Al in
diesel exhaust particles (Bérubé et al., 1999). Since such particles
are prime contributors to urban ultrafine aerosol, this will skew the
Si/Al ratio compared to crustal reference materials. Furthermore,
Lin et al. (2005) reported that Al, Si, Ca and Fe all exhibited ultrafine
Aitkenmodes (below 100 nm), which implies that local combustion
sources are responsible for most particles of these elements in this
size range (Lin et al., 2005). This has clear e but so far little dis-
cussed - implications for the validity of using these elements as
crustal tracers in the ultrafine size range.

Many studies have used concentrations normalised to
aluminium for other metal concentrations in order to calculate
enrichment factors (Ntziachristos et al., 2007; Dodd et al., 1991).
Ntziachristos et al. (2007) reported that although it was not
possible to rule out an anthropogenic contribution to roadside Al,
Al abundance did not exceed its upper continental crust enrich-
ment level in any of the samples they collected. Park et al. (2008b)
have also found that Ca concentrations in ultrafine particles
collected in Gwangju were significantly enriched during an Asian
dust event, although the total UFP mass did not increase (Park
et al., 2008b).

2.2. Industrial processes

Waste incinerators are known to be a source of trace metals in
atmospheric particulates, although abatement technology on
modern incinerators is designed to limit their emissions to low
levels (Buonanno et al., 2009; Nixon et al., 2013). ZnCl2 is a prom-
inent component, while Sb, Cd and Pb are also known to be emitted
by incinerators. These three metals in combination have been used
as a marker for incinerator emissions (Tolocka et al., 2005). A pre-
vious study reported that number size distributions of particles
containing V, Fe, As and Pb peaked at 150 nm in Baltimore (Tolocka
et al., 2004), indicative of combustion and incineration sources.
Some studies consider this size range relevant to the ultrafine.
Cernuschi et al. (2012) reported that metals accounted for 17% of
total PM mass below 50 nm and 22% below 100 nm emitted from
four waste to energy plants, and observed that particle formation
mechanisms are similar to solid fuels such as coal. The main metals
in ultrafine and nanoparticle emissions (100 nm and 50 nm
respectively) were Cr, Fe, Ni, Pb and Zn. Traces of Ti, V, Mn and Co
were also detected (Cernuschi et al., 2012). Buonanno et al. (2011)
measured metal content in particles of 50, 100, 150 and 200 nm.
Concentrations of metals with boiling points below 1200C (As, Cd,
Zn) were found to decrease with increasing particle size andmetals
with higher boiling points (Co, Cr, Fe, Sb, Sc, Sm, Th, Eu, Yb) to in-
crease with particle size, as the more volatile elements boiled and
then nucleated during cooling. The less volatile elements remained
in the solid phase (Buonanno et al., 2011). However, modern energy
from waste plants have extremely low nanoparticle emissions
(Buonanno et al., 2009; Ragazzi et al., 2013).

Many metals are also emitted by coal combustion, such as in
power generation. Linak et al. (2007) reported that fly ash particles
below 500 nm contained elevated concentrations of more volatile
metals such as Na, K and V. Fe is the most important metal and is
reported to occur quite uniformly in all size fractions, with
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nanoparticulate g-Fe2O3 being especially prominent below 500 nm
(Linak et al., 2007).

Zn and Ni concentrations measured in ultrafine particulate
matter by Park et al. (2008b) in Gwangju, Korea, were found to
exhibit a strong wind direction dependence which tied them to a
nearby industrial complex, from which the main sources were
metallurgical processes (Park et al., 2008b).

2.3. Traffic: exhaust and non-exhaust sources

Emissions from road vehicles are the primary source of metallic
nanoparticles to the atmosphere. These can include combustion
derived material from internal combustion engines, the metallic
content being derived from lubricating oils, fuel additives and trace
amounts in gasoline and diesel fuels, particles from brake wear
(Gietl et al., 2010), and from resuspended tyre dust.

2.3.1. Exhaust sources
Miller et al. (2007b) attempted to isolate the effects of lubri-

cating oil additives by using TEM-X-EDS to analyse particles
generated in a hydrogen-fuelled engine. It was found that soot
agglomerates were rare, while four types of metal-bearing particle
were common. High density metallic spheres formed of Fe, Ca, P, Zn
and Mg were seen across a wide size range (30e300 nm; such
particles tend to be at the smaller end of this range in diesel and
become associated with soot) and probably originate from self-
nucleation of dense elements like Fe and Ca coated with more
volatile components, which condense onto the surface during
cooling. Less dense spheres, containing less Ca, were also seen. In
some cases the volatile components formed shells around metals.
Spherical nanoparticles, mainly composed of Fe, were observed and
likely formed immediately after combustion by self-nucleation.
Some carbonaceous particles were attributed to homogenous
nucleation of hydrocarbon vapours (Miller et al., 2007b). Al and V
are both associated with combustion processes. Al is most likely to
derive fromwear to mechanical parts in the engine itself, while V is
naturally present in oil and is often used as a marker for fuel oil
burning (Tolocka et al., 2004).

Diesel exhaust is the most important traffic-related nano-
particle source. A study in Mexico City (Adachi and Buseck, 2010)
discovered that around 70% of metal nanoparticles were
embedded in or attached to particles containing soot with 13% in
particles of organic and sulphate compounds, but only around 1%
were in soot particles not associated with organics and sulphate.
The authors proposed that condensation involving organics and
sulphate led to this association in polluted air. However, a lack of
obvious correlation between metallic nanoparticle composition
and soot concentration implies that many metallic NPs are
incorporated during atmospheric transport. Diesel soot, being
formed by high temperature combustion or pyrolysis of hydro-
carbons, consists primarily of carbon, with small amounts of ox-
ygen and hydrogen. However, other elements can become
associated with it through interactions with lubricating oils.
Among these components are P, S, Ca and Zn (Patel et al., 2012).
Liati et al. (2012) investigated the inorganic ash components of
diesel emissions deposited in the diesel particulate filter of a light
truck using TEM-X-EDS. They found the inorganic particles to be
highly variable in size (7e12 to 170 nm) and to consist mainly of
Ca, Mg, P, Zn, S and O with some Al and Fe. Some of this material
reached the ambient air, some but not all associated with soot.
These findings were similar in a passenger car using Fe-doped fuel,
but in this case the typical particle size was smaller; from 4 to
40 nm (Liati et al., 2012).

Fewer data are available concerning gasoline engine exhaust;
however, Lin et al. (2005) reported that relative abundances
(normalised to upper continental crust) of severalmetals (Sr, Cu and
Mn) in ambient samples in the56e100nmsize rangewere similar to
those in gasoline exhaust, and strikingly different to those in diesel
soot. Bycontrast, Ba, Pb andZn showed similar relative abundance in
the 56e100 nm range to diesel soot (Lin et al., 2005). It has been
reported that metallic additives (Mn, Fe, Pb) cause significant
changes to particle size distributions from gasoline engines. While
untreated fuel exhibited a unimodal distribution with only an
accumulation mode which was attributed to hydrocarbon removal
by the three-way catalyst, metallic species increased number con-
centrations in the ultrafine mode. Treatment with a catalytic strip-
per demonstrated that the nucleation mode particles were largely
composed of inorganicmaterial. Furthermore, Fe andMn,which are
able to condense at around 1250 �C, were present in much higher
amounts than Pb, which remains in the gas phase down to 650 �C
(Gidney et al., 2010). Kittelson et al. (2006) carried out a detailed
investigation of on-road number distributions from spark-ignition
gasoline engines and determined that emissions were low under
cruise conditions but under heavyacceleration, distributions similar
to diesel engines were produced. Source apportionment showed
that number concentration was dominated by heavy duty diesels,
except at weekends when light duty gasoline engines becamemore
important (Kittelson et al., 2006).

2.3.2. Fuel additives
The increasing use of fuel-borne oxidation catalysts to improve

engine performance is currently a cause for concern as these can
add species and quantities of potentially harmful metals to the
ultrafine particulate burdenwhich would not otherwise be present.

Recent studies (Park et al., 2008a; Cassee et al., 2011) have
shown that nanoparticulate CeO2 is present in ambient air, result-
ing from use as an additive in diesel fuels. Ceria is generally added
to diesel as nanoparticles resuspended in an organic matrix to
make them miscible with diesel fuel. For example, the nano-
particulate ceria additive Envirox is suspended in a hydrocarbon
carrier at 2% w/v, and diluted with diesel at 1:4000 for a concen-
tration of 5 mg dm�3 in fuel. This approach is considered superior
to coating particulate filters in the catalyst, which suffers from
catalytic poisoning by combustion gases (Lahaye et al., 1996).
Functioning as an oxygen donating catalyst, it can improve and
extend fuel burn and enhances the performance of particulate fil-
ters by oxidising deposited material, such as hard carbon deposits.
While particulate emissions as a whole are found to decrease if
CeO2 is used (by approximately 15%), according to Park et al.
(2008a). Emissions in the nanoparticle range are found to in-
crease (Park et al., 2008a). Jung et al. (2005) tested the impact of
adding Ce to a medium duty diesel engine, discovering that the
number of accumulation mode particles decreased while the
number of nucleation mode particles increased; they attributed
this to the reduction in the available surface area reducing the
scavenging of particle precursors, thereby leading to more ho-
mogenous nucleation and reduced coagulation of nucleation mode
particles with particles in the accumulation mode (Jung et al.,
2005).

Metallic additives using other metals are also available. Optimax
4804, tested in diesel at 200 ppm by Song et al. (2006), contains a
4:1 ratio of Fe:Sr. Especially at light loads, this additive yielded a
significant reduction in total soot especially at lower engines loads,
but led to metal oxides being detected in the soot aggregates (Song
et al., 2006). Ferrocene has also been tested as a fuel borne catalyst
(Lee et al., 2006), introduced into the fuel by dissolving ferrocene
powder in a small volume of diesel then blending with the bulk fuel
to the desired concentration. Ferrocene doping was found to pro-
duce Fe-rich nanoparticles, whose size and concentration increase
with doping level.
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Lenin et al. (2013) recently tested additives prepared from MnO
and CuO, MnO being found to be themore effective of the two. As in
the ferrocene and ceria studies, soot production was found to be
reduced but to include metal oxides from the catalyst in inhalable
particles (Lenin et al., 2013).

2.3.3. Non-exhaust traffic sources
Material derived from brake wear can originate either from

abrasive processes (which tend to produce particles in the fine and
coarse modes) or from volatilisation of metals due to heating,
which tends to produce ultrafine particles. Ba, Sb, Mg, Cu, Fe and Zn
are all present in brake materials and therefore associated with PM
derived from this source (Gietl et al., 2010). Metal silicates and
mineral fibres have also been associated with brake linings (Hays
et al., 2011). Composition of brake discs and linings varies consid-
erably between manufacturers and applications, however, so wide
ranges of composition are possible in emitted particles from this
source. At sites where traffic emission predominates, brake wear
appears to be the main source of these elements. Ba, which is un-
likely to have many other sources, can be used as a tracer for brake
wear in fine PM (Gietl et al., 2010). Evidence from roadside studies
suggests this is also possible for ultafine PM. For example,
Ntziachristos et al. (2007) found that Sb, Fe, Ba and Cu, all associ-
atedwith brakewear by earlier studies, showed significantly higher
concentrations at a roadside site both in PM0.18 and PM2.5, illus-
trating both abrasive and volatilising processes contributing these
elements, with the enrichment being more significant in the
accumulation mode than the ultrafinemode. Evidence of nanoscale
wear particles being produced has been found in laboratory tests.
Garg et al. (2000) found that between 26 and 44% of the total mass
of emitted brake particles were 100 nm or less (Garg et al., 2000).
Kukutschová et al. (2011) reported that the nanoscale particles
differed considerably in chemical composition from larger wear
particles and from the bulk composition of the brake material,
owing to the high temperatures and pressures at the friction
interface. Cu, Fe, Sn and Zn were confirmed in nanoscale particles,
but although Mo, Al and Pb were found in the bulk material they
were not confirmed in the smallest wear particles (Kukutschová
et al., 2011). These elements have been detected in ambient
PM0.25, associated with the road dust fraction at urban sites and
separate from it at rural ones, probably due to the dominance of
traffic sources making apportionment at urban sites more difficult
(Saffari et al., 2013).

Tyre dust contributes metallic particles to aerosol from a num-
ber of sources (Adachi and Tainosho, 2004). ZnO is particularly
important but other metals including Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Cd and Pb
are also emitted. While tyre wear is often associated with coarse
particles, Dahl et al. (2006) present evidence showing that nano-
particles are also emitted. Mean particle number diameters were
found to be between 15 and 50 nm, with emission factors
increasing with speed. Compared to an emission study assuming a
light-duty vehicle fleet of 95% gasoline and 5% diesel vehicles, the
emission factors corresponded to 0.1e1% of tailpipe emissions
(Dahl et al., 2006). Gustafsson et al. (2008) also reported nano-
particle generation from tyre-surface interfaces (Gustafsson et al.,
2008).

Tyre dust is known to include particles which are not originated
from the tread, but from brake dust, paint and abraded asphalt,
each of which has distinct chemical and morphological character-
istics (Adachi and Tainosho, 2004). Aggregate oval particles of
PbCrO4 are particularly associated with abraded particles of yellow
paint, high levels of iron and Cu/Sb ratios of 4.6 � 2.3 with brake
wear particles and multi-angular ZnO containing particles with
tyre tread, although the ZnO content of tread can vary significantly.
So far, the determination of tracer elements and/or diagnostic ratios
for tyre dust have proven unsuccessful. Zn has several other sources
and there are no other metals associated only with tyre wear in the
way Ba appears to be for brake material (Thorpe and Harrison,
2008). These authors suggest that while it may be possible to
assign tracer elements through experimental measurements, the
results would only be specific to that site (Thorpe and Harrison,
2008). Elements associated with road dust resuspension such as
Al, K, Fe, Na and Mn have been reported in ambient samples below
250 nm by Saffari et al. (2013) and Daher et al. (2013). Furthermore,
these have been found to correlate with organic carbon concen-
trations, linking them to motor vehicle emissions.

2.3.4. Emissions from residual oil fuel e marine diesel engines
In or near ports, nanoparticle pollution from heavy duty marine

diesels will also be relevant. The physico-chemical characteristics of
emissions from engines using low-grade residual fuel oils are quite
different to automobile diesel engines, owing to the higher ash and
aromatic content, the high air to fuel ratio which should produce
less carbon soot, and the more variable conditions inside the cyl-
inders (Lyyränen et al., 1999). Existing data regarding medium duty
marine diesels show bimodal particle size distributions, in which
the modes are found at 60e90 nm and 7000e10,000 nm. The
primary particles have been determined to be spherules, formed by
nucleation of ash from metallic contaminants e V and Ni are
particularly prominent, but Al, Ca, Zn and Na were also observed
(Lyyränen et al., 1999). The mass distributions of these elements
generally follow the bimodal structure of the PM distribution, but
compared to V and Ni, Ca and Zn have larger coarse modes.
Moldanová et al., (2009) found three main metal-bearing mor-
phologies in emissions from residual oil fuels: soot aggregates of
carbon containing V, Ni and S, dominating PM1.0; char and char
mineral particles (200e5000 nm) consisting of carbonaceous
spheres, in some cases quite pure but in others high in V, Ni, Ca and
Fe; mineral ash of prismatic crystals (CaO, CaSO4, CaCO3, NiS and
V2O3 were all identified), which were often found embedded in
carbonaceous matrices. They also found carbon based particles
originating from uncombusted fuel and lubricating oils. The au-
thors concluded that morphological and composition structures in
ship-exhaust residuals are very different from typical soot-like
particles associated with emissions from other sources
(Moldanová et al., 2009; Kumar et al., 2012). Saffari et al. (2013)
detected a class of VeLaeS particles in samples collected at Long
Beach, directly affected by ship emissions, but found that this class
could not be resolved by Principal Component Analysis at receptor
sites inland (Saffari et al., 2013).

2.4. Biomass burning and wood fuels

Evidence for metals in ultrafine particle emissions from these
sources has been reported. Different fuel types and combustion
conditions produce very different particle types and composition,
so it is not thought possible to suggest universally applicable tracer
elements, although it is possible to distinguish between softwood
and hardwood particle emissions (Kleeman et al., 1999). Tissari
et al. (2008) reported that combustion of birch wood produced
ultrafine ash particles. Metallic contentwas dominated by K and Zn,
with Ca, Fe, Mg and Na also observed in some particles. These
particles were found to be formed under ideal combustion condi-
tions. Under incomplete combustion, carbonaceous particles
dominated (Tissari et al., 2008). Kleeman et al. (1999) reported that
particle mass distributions from wood smoke from pine, oak and
eucalyptus exhibited a single mode peaking between 100 and
200 nm aerodynamic diameter, determined gravimetrically from
samples collected by MOUDI. Several metals were observed in
these samples. K showed similar distributions in emissions from all



Table 2
Reported concentrations of trace elements in ultrafine particles (all ng/m3).

Study Chuang et al., 2012 Lü et al., 2012 Ntziachristos
et al., 2007

Hughes
et al., 1998

Pakkanen et al., 2001 Cass et al., 2000 Park et al., 2008b Saffari
et al., 2013

Instrument MOUDI nanoMOUDI nanoMOUDI MOUDI Berner Low-pressure
Impactor

MOUDI 4-stage LPI SPCI

Metric PM0.1 PM0.1 PM0.18 PM0.097 PM0.1 PM0.056e0.1 PM0.132 PM0.25

Location Coach station,
central
Taipei City,
Taiwan

Xujiahui, Shanghai,
China (urban
rooftop site)

Nr I-710 freeway,
South Gate, CA

Pasadena,
California
winter

Urban: Vallila,
Helsinki, Finland

Rural: Luukki,
Espoo, Finland

Central Los Angeles Rooftop urban
background site,
Gwangju

Long Beach Los Angeles Riverside Lancaster

Season SepteNov DeceJan FebeApr JaneFeb Annual mean AugeSept Annual mean Annual
mean

Element
Urban Rural

Ag 3.70 � 10�3 5.90 � 10�3 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.02
Al w6 0.51 0.44 24.7 4.58 13.1 17.8
As 0.76 � 0.53 2.16 0.016 0.01 0.6 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.01
Ba w1 to 2 1.04 0.058 0.031 19
Be <0.01
Bi 1.90 � 10�3 1.70 � 10�3

Ca 6.23 w6 2.2 1.9 200 23.8 5.36 12.7 11.6
Cd 0.12 � 0.03 0.061 3.50 � 10�3 2.40 � 10�3 0.19 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03 0
Ce 0.19 1.2
Co 0.07 � 0.08 0.024 0.023 0.02 0 0.01 0.02
Cr 0.52 � 0.49 0.69 7.32 6.7 0.35 0.17 0.51 0.11
Cs 0.016 0.1
Cu 7.24 � 8.38 7.34 w1 to 2 0.14 0.17 1.71 1.2 1.15 0.57
Eu 0.013 0.2
Fe 9.49 � 12.57 14.38 35 67.5 1.8 0.73 186 150 37.8 10.9 17.5 27.2
Hg 5.20 � 10�3 0.09
K 0.86 1.3 88 300 14.4 4.36 9.32 23.2
La 0.11 0.021 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Li 2.50 � 10�3 1.60 � 10�3 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03
Lu 3.80 � 10�4 0.014
Mg 0.26 0.27 3 6.01 1.22 3.61 5.12
Mn 0.96 � 0.95 0.48 0.74 0.035 0.014 w1 0.79 0.17 0.42 0.78
Mo 2.25 � 0.24 7.20 � 10�2 0.015 0.013 0.48 0.18 0.03 0.06 0.02
Na w6 27 2.9 1.3 85 10.6 2.67 5.24 16.3
Ni 4.57 � 1.33 0.61 0.24 0.24 0.27 0.11 0.23 0.08
Pb 7.89 � 4.36 4.88 8 0.46 0.13 0.32 0.13
Rb 0.14 2.80 � 10�3 6.60 � 10�3 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.05
Sb 0.022 6.00 � 10�3 4 0.25 0.12 0.12 0.07
Sc 0.028
Se 0.62 � 0.53 0.08 0.032 0.035 0.6
Sm 0.015 0.012
Sn 0.24 0.74 0.09 8.77
Sr 1.41 � 1.40 0.03 0.01 9.00 � 10�3 0.26 0.08 0.11 0.15
Th 6.50 � 10�3 1.90 � 10�4 9.60 � 10�4

Ti 1.56 � 1.63 0.43 w1 to 2 7.65 0.04 0.034 43 3.09 0.69 1.1 3.26
Tl 2.20 � 10�4 2.00 � 10�4

U
V 5.65 � 3.65 4 0.059 0.16 0.092 0.2 0.87 0.19 0.18 0.16
Yb 2.06 2.80 � 10�3 0.26
Zn 54.71 � 66.61 w1 to 2 3.68 0.81 0.7 3.8 50 3.09 0.89 1.07 1.48
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three fuels, while other trace metals varied more, probably due to
differences in the soil composition and climate conditions the
woods grew in. Pine particles were associated with Fe, Rb and Ti,
oak with trace levels of Al, Ba, Fe and Zn and eucalyptus with Al, Ba,
Fe, Rb, Sr and Ti (Kleeman et al., 1999).
3. Concentrations and exposures

3.1. Mass concentration of metals in ultrafine and quasi-ultrafine
particles

Table 2 contains mass concentration data for metals in size
fractions below 250 nm diameter. These field measurements indi-
cate a remarkable diversity of metal concentrations in the ultrafine
and pseudo-ultrafine size fractions, both in absolute terms and
relative to other elements.

A recent study by Boogaard et al. (2011) in the Netherlands
demonstrated that there were particularly strong contrasts in the
concentrations of a number of substances indicative of traffic
emissions measured at roadside and background sites. Cu, Fe, Cr
and black carbon were significantly elevated at roadside sites.
Similarly, particle number concentrations in the 30e100 nm range
were also elevated at roadsides. (Boogaard et al., 2011).

Lough et al. (2004) also found that Zn, Ba and Sb (wear ele-
ments) exhibited size distributions similar to crustal elements due
to being sourced from resuspended road dust. They reported sub-
micrometre modes indicative of combustion processes and/or high
temperatures for Fe, Cu, Pb and Ca, with lead and copper also
possessing an ultrafine mode suggestive of a source in non-
mechanical processes (brake surface vaporisation, combustion of
fuel and lubricating oil). Some elements, such as Cu, Sb, Zn and Ba,
associated with road dust were observed at times when more
heavy duty traffic was present during weekdays, correlating with a
greater mass of coarse particles from resuspension (Lough et al.,
2004).

Ntziachristos et al. (2007) found that the road traffic influence in
PM0.18 became more pronounced at the higher end of this size
range, as the ratio of heavy-duty to light duty vehicle emission
factors increases. Such emissions contain a greater proportion of
fractal soot agglomerates in the upper end of the ultrafine size
range; many of these particles have large mobility diameters even
though their aerodynamic diameters are relatively small, owing to
their low density (Ntziachristos et al., 2007). Their measurements
at a California traffic roadside with around 20% heavy-duty diesel
traffic found Fe to be themost abundantmetal in PM0.18 followed by
Ca, Al and Na and lower levels of Ba, Cu, Zn and Ti. They also
determined that most metals fell into two concentration profiles.
Some elements including V, Fe, Sn and Ba showed monotonic dis-
tributions (a uniform increase in concentration with size) and
originated primarily from abrasive mechanical processes or rep-
resented crustal materials. However, Mg, Al, Ca, Cu, Zn and Pb
revealed similar concentrations across the lower size range,
resulting in a flatter distribution. They found that Ca, Cu and Pb had
similar absolute concentrations in the size ranges 18e32 nm, 32e
56 nm, 56e100 nm and 100e180 nm, even though total PM con-
centration and total trace element concentration rose significantly
over this range. The mode 18e32 nm had elevated concentrations
of a range of metals, which showed a formation pathway by
condensation onto metallic particles and shows that per unit mass,
this size range makes a larger contribution to heavy and transition
metals.

A study using a MOUDI to collect samples at a coach station in
Taipei found that the bulk of the metallic mass below 1 mm occurs
in the PM0.1e1 size range, with about one third of that mass in the
PM0.1 range. Zinc was by far the most abundant metal in the PM0.1
size range, followed by Fe, Cu, Pb, V and Ni (Chuang et al., 2012).

The results published by Hughes et al. (1998) form an inter-
esting comparison to Ntzaichristos et al. (2007) in that there are
similar trends within this group of elements but the actual mass
concentrations are in many cases around twice as high. Hughes
et al. (1998) also reported that they were unable to identify 23e
40% of the total ultrafine particlemass, the large range being caused
by the small masses available for analysis. In central Los Angeles,
Cass et al. (2000) reported much higher concentrations of Ba, Cd
and Ti than Hughes along with nearly three times as much Fe. UFP
were found to be of similar composition to bulk PM2.5.

More recent measurements in the Los Angeles area have been
performed by Saffari et al. (2013) using Sioutas personal cascade
impactors at 10 sites. This study extends the analysis to all particles
below 250 nm aerodynamic diameter (quasi-ultrafine). The most
abundant elements at all sites were Al, Ca, Fe, K and Nawhose mass
concentrations ranges ranged from 50 ng/m3 to 200 ng/m3, while
trace element concentrations were in the range below 10 ng/m3

(Saffari et al., 2013). Concentrations of elements related to shipping
such as V and La were found to decrease with distance from the
source, to the extent that this component was not identifiable by
PCA in the data from inland receptor sites.

The near-highway study by Hays et al. (2011) differs in the se-
lection of a road with an extremely high proportion of light-duty
gasoline fuelled vehicles (95% of the total 125,000 vehicles per
day). In this case, inorganic material was found to account for w7%
of total mass in PM0.1. The dominant metals in PM0.1 were found to
be K and Ca. The next most important elements were Zn and Al
followed by Ti and Fe. Ni, Cr, Pb, Sb and Cuwere all observed around
an order of magnitude below these elements along with Ce. Zn and
Ca were found to correlate in PM0.1 indicating a common source in
lubricating oil. Fe, Ba, Cu and Sb e the brake wear elements ewere
seen to correlate closely throughout all three size ranges (PM0.1,
PM2.5 and PM10), though the correlations with Zn were not as good
due to excess Zn, arising from tyre wear in the higher size fractions
and lubricating oil in PM0.1. Despite its complex source profiles, Zn
concentrations were found to be quite consistent from day to day.
The platinum-group elements Pt, Pd and Rh were not reported in
PM0.1 (Hays et al., 2011).

Pennanen et al. (2007) compared the water soluble metal frac-
tion of PM0.2 in six European cities. Levels of some trace elements
such as Pb and Cd were found to be consistently low, but highly
elevated levels of Ni and V were found in Helsinki and Barcelona,
which is likely to reflect a shipping source. Elevated concentrations
of several metals (Cr, Mn, Zn) were found in Duisburg, a city asso-
ciated with metal industries (Pennanen et al., 2007).

The measurements of Lü et al. (2012) at an urban site in
Shanghai showed that Fe, Cu and Ca were the most abundant
metals in ultrafine particles, followed by V, Pb, Zn and As, with
traces of Ti, Cr, Mn, Se and Rb. Of these element, only V and Cr
showed ultrafine modes, although all appeared in the combined
ultrafine samples. V, Cr and Ni also showed very high enrichment
factors over crustal material in fine and ultrafine particles, but
lower enrichments in coarse particles.

In an earlier paper, Lu et al. (2011) determined that metals in
Shanghai aerosol could be divided into crustal/marine (Al, Ca, Fe, K,
Mg and Na) and anthropogenic (As, Ba, Cd, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Se, Sr
and Zn) classes. Total metal mass was found to be highest in the
coarse fraction for crustal elements and the fine fraction for
anthropogenic elements. Iron showed the highest concentrations
in the ultrafine, followed by copper and calcium. The authors also
hypothesised that since calcium showed high mass concentrations
and varied little between the size fractions, it was primarily crustal
in source and participated in atmospheric reactions forming



Table 3
Outline of sampling techniques.

Instrument Metric Analysis Size range (aerodynamic diameter)

MOUDI Mass Off-line Model 100 (10-stage): 0.18, 0.32, 0.56, 1.0, 1.8, 3.2, 5.6, 10, 18 mm
Model 110 (12-stage): also 0.056, 0.1 mm
Models 115 and 116 include nano-stages: 0.01, 0.018, 0.032 mm

nanoMOUDI Mass Off-line 0.01, 0.018, 0.032 0.056, 0.1, 0.18, 0.32, 0.56, 1.0, 1.8, 3.2, 5.6, 10 mm
ELPI Mass Off-line

and on-line
0.007 mm Filter stage, 0.03, 0.06, 0.108, 0.17, 0.26, 0.4, 0.65, 1, 1.6, 2.5, 4.4, 6.8, 10

PCIS Mass Off-line <0.25, 0.25e0.5, 0.5e1.0, 1.0e2.5 and 2.5 mm
BLPI Mass Off-line 0.035, 0.067, 0.093, 0.16, 0.32, 0.53, 0.94, 1.8, 3.5, 7.5 mm
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secondary mineral particles in the fine and ultrafine ranges (Lu
et al., 2011).

Ultrafine chemical composition data for metals at rural sites is
not extensive, but some useful data have been published. Dodd
et al. (1991) calculated modal diameters and enrichment factors
of a number of metals relative to crustal aluminium in a study in
rural Western Maryland. The aerosol fine structure in the submi-
cron size fraction was found to be highly complex with most ele-
ments exhibiting more than one mode. Na, Ga, Ti, Al, La, Ce, and Fe
all exhibited a narrow peak at 100 nm. The authors took such
modes as representative of sources in high temperature combus-
tion processes. Pakkanen et al. (2001) used low-pressure impactors
to measure UFP composition at urban and rural sites in the Helsinki
area and found that chemical compositionwas similar at both sites;
in each case the most important metals in PM0.1 were Ca, Na, Fe, K
and Zn, concentrations varying between 0.7 and 5 ng/m3. The
metals Ni, V, Pb and Cu were reported at concentrations in the 0.1e
0.2 ng/m3 range. Total ultrafine particle mass was reported to be
490 ng/m3 at the urban site and 520 ng/m3 at the rural site. The
authors also stated that while the number of samples was too small
to be certain of this, it appeared that concentrations were higher in
summer at the rural site and no clear seasonal pattern could be
seen at the urban site (Pakkanen et al., 2001). Daher el al. (2013)
found that crustal metals (Al, Fe, K, Ca, Mg and Ti) were propor-
tionally more important contributors to annually averaged PM0.25
at a remote rural site than at heavily polluted urban sites (13e17% of
total mass), while the remaining trace elements accounted for less
than 1% of total mass. Furthermore, metals related to specific in-
dustrial sources such as Ni, and with shipping such as V and La,
were present in much smaller concentrations than at urban sites.
By comparison, concentrations of Fe and Al were much more
similar between urban and rural sites (Daher et al., 2013; Saffari
et al., 2013).
3.2. Temporal and spatial variability

A great deal of work has been published concerning this issue
and has been summarised by other reviews (Morawska et al.,
2008), but primarily refers to number distributions of total parti-
cles and not mass, as the longer collection times necessary for mass
measurements tend to average out short-term variability. For mass
data, the field is very limited at the present time.

Park et al. (2008c) reported that little variation in ultrafine
particle concentration and composition was observed in Gwangju
despite significant variation in PM10 (Park et al., 2008c). By com-
parison, Tolocka et al. (2005) reported significant differences in
particle composition in Baltimore in the short term, influenced by
local meteorology determining the impact of local sources on the
receptor site, but not much seasonal or diurnal variation (Tolocka
et al., 2005).

Saffari et al. (2013) have reported data showing that winter-time
concentrations at a remote receptor site near Los Angeles were
lowest, but were higher at near-source sites. This was thought to
reflect decreased mixing heights in cold weather. It was found that
the highest summertime concentrations were recorded at the
inland receptor sites, with metals peaking at urban sites in winter
and downwind receptor sites in summer. Total PM0.25 mass has
been found to be rather uniform across the Los Angeles basin, but
significant variations in the distribution of several toxic metals
were observed, so that population exposures will be considerably
different even across quite small spatial scales (Daher et al., 2013).
4. Instrumental techniques

4.1. Sampling instruments

Various forms of impactor-type instruments have been widely
used in particulate matter sample collection, including Micro and
nano-Micro Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactors (MOUDI and
nanoMOUDI, manufactured by MSP corporation) and Low Pressure
Impactors, their purpose being to collect size segregated particulate
matter samples (see Table 3). The nanoMOUDI-ii 125 instrument
has thirteen stages with nominal 50% cut-points of 10,000, 5600,
3200, 1800, 1000, 560, 320, 180, 100, 56, 32, 18 and 10 nm when
operated at an inlet flow rate of 10.0 L/min. The instrument sepa-
rates particles into a series of logarithmically equal size fractions
based on aerodynamic diameter. Cascade impactor instruments
such as the nanoMOUDI-ii can require long sampling times to
collect sufficiently high masses of nanoparticulate material for ac-
curate quantification of mass and chemical composition. Lu et al.
(2011) found that it was necessary to combine the ultrafine filters
for extraction and analysis, as one was persistently below limits of
detection (Lu et al., 2011). The length of sampling periods have to be
decided based on the limits of detection established for the
analytical processes and the likely range of sampled concentra-
tions, but in most published work using nanoMOUDIs, sampling
times of several days are typical. One method of overcoming this
problem is to set up the nanoMOUDI downstream of an aerosol
concentrator; Ntziachristos et al. (2007) employed this method
when sampling for 35 h (Ntziachristos et al., 2007) and Geller et al.
(2002) also used a similar set-up in a study designed to investigate
mass size distributions over relatively short (<24 h) timescales,
which would preclude using such an instrument normally (Geller
et al., 2002). The operation of such systems is described in more
detail elsewhere (Kim et al., 2001; Geller et al., 2002), but in brief it
enriches ultrafine particle concentrations by drawing in air at
220 L/min and growing particles to 2e3 mm by a saturatione
condensation system and then passes the particles through diffu-
sion dryers in order to return them to the original size distribution.
The system is capable of up to 40-fold enrichment, although this
depends on output flow rate; Geller et al. (2002) employed two
parallel sampling lines, at an input rate of 110 L/min and output rate
of 5 L/min, giving an enrichment factor of 22.
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The MOUDI in its 10- and 12- stage forms has also been used for
ultrafine particle collection (Cass et al., 2000), although it provides
less resolution below 100 nm aerodynamic diameter than the
nanoMOUDI. Currently available models have cut-points beginning
at 180 nm in the standard 10-stage Model 100 but extra stages to
give better size distribution data in the ultrafine size range are also
available; the model 110 has 56 nm and a 100 nm cut-points below
the 180 nm stage. The MOUDI samples at 30 L/min, allowing faster
sample collection than the nanoMOUDI.

Other impactor designs available include the Personal Cascade
Impactor Sampler (PCIS), a miniaturised 4 stage design operating at
9 L/min which is more easily portable than MOUDI/nanoMOUDI
type instruments but offers no size segregation below 250 nm
aerodynamic diameter (Misra et al., 2002b). Agreement with SMPS
sizing data is reported to be good. Total mass concentration agrees
well with MOUDI measurements even at below 250 nm, although
the MOUDI underestimates slightly in this range compared to PCIS
(PCIS:MOUDI ¼ 1.09). This underestimate is thought to be caused
by higher evaporative losses from the MOUDI after filter owing to
the lower pressure, demonstrated by the PCIS:MOUDI ratio for ni-
trate in PM0.25 being w2.7 (Singh et al., 2003). The instrument has
been successfully used in collecting quasi-ultrafine samples in
ambient conditions (Saffari et al., 2013; Daher et al., 2013).

The development of an ultrafine separator to allow separation of
particles below 150 nm in the High Volume Cascade Impactor was
reported by Misra et al. (2002a). This instrument operates at 550 L/
min and the authors reported that tests with monodisperse aerosol
showed agreements with MOUDI data which were within 10%
(Misra et al., 2002a). A further study by Sillanpää et al. (2003)
compared three different configurations of the HVCI with a vir-
tual impactor and a low-pressure impactor and concluded that the
most effective set-up for aerosol configuration using this instru-
ment was to use three HVCI stages with cutpoints of 2400, 900 and
200 nm with an Andersen PM10 inlet to remove material above
10 mm (Sillanpää et al., 2003). The HVCI has been used for ambient
sampling of PM0.2 in several European cities by Pennanen et al.
(2007), along with the Berner low pressure impactor (BLPI). Good
results were obtained although the water soluble metal samples
extracted from the HVCI samples were found to be underestimated
by comparison to BLPI (Pennanen et al., 2007). The method is
clearly viable and the high sampling rate would be ideal for expo-
sure studies, the major limitation being the lack of size segregation
in the ultrafine size range. Another type of high volume sampler is
the High Capacity Particle Size Classifier (HCPSC), an inertial
impactor operating at 850 L/min and capable of collecting PM0.15
(Chang et al., 2000). A field evaluation comparing the HCPSC to the
MOUDI found that total mass, chloride, nitrate and sulphate all
agreed within 10%, but also found that approximately 15% of fine
mode particles are carried over to the ultrafine due to imperfect
collection characteristics caused by the rectangular nozzle shape
(Chang et al., 2001). The instrument has been used for ultrafine
particle collection by Hetland et al. (2004), though not specifically
for metals, (Hetland et al., 2004).

The Compact Multistage Cascade Impactor (CCI) developed at
Harvard could also be used for sampling ultrafine/pseudoeultrafine
particulates. This instrument operates at 30 L/min and is designed
to reduce particle bounce and re-entrainment loss by using inert
polyurethane substrates. Particle losses per stage below 7000 nm
have been reported to be below 10%. In comparison with the
MOUDI, tests with artificially generated aerosol showed mass
concentrations measuring persistently higher using CCI
(MOUDI:CCI¼ 0.86). The size distributions were closer thanMOUDI
distributions to those calculated from real-time methods such as
SMPS and APS; the comparative results were consistent with par-
ticle bounce in the MOUDI (Demokritou et al., 2004). The Harvard
CCI has been used with success to collect UPF in an exposure study
measuring metals, ions and total PM mass associated with welding
activities (Chang et al., 2013).

Berner-type low pressure impactors have also beenwidely used
in many environmental research applications (Hughes et al., 1998;
Pennanen et al., 2007; Pakkanen et al., 2001) and are capable,
depending on the model (several instruments based on the same
principle have been produced) of separations of particles down to
aerodynamic diameters around 10 nm. The development of the
commonest type was reported by Berner and Luerzer (1980) and
the collection characteristics of the instrument have been well
characterised (Wang and John, 1988; Hillamo and Kauppinen,
1991). Pakkanen et al. (2001) collected the following cut-points:
7500, 3500, 1800, 940, 530, 320, 160, 93, 67 and 35 nm equiva-
lent aerodynamic diameter, based on the calculations of Hillamo
and Kauppinen (1991), which differed slightly from the original
50% cut-points quoted by the manufacturer (Hauke).

The Electrical Low Pressure Impactor (ELPI) is now awidely used
and well characterised system (Keskinen et al., 1992), capable of
measuring particle mass distributions and particle number distri-
butions depending on the mode of operation. Unlike MOUDI/
nanoMOUDI type instruments, particle number data can be avail-
able in near-real-time, a significant advantage which allows better
measurement of the time variation of the size distribution through
the sampling period, rather than an integrated measurement over a
long period. (Keskinen et al., 1992). The instrument consists of a
corona charger mounted ahead of a cascade impactor. Particles are
charged to a known level by the unipolar corona charger and
passed into the impactor, where they are separated according to
aerodynamic diameter and then can either be detected in real time
by electrometers in each stage or collected for later analysis on filter
substrates, as in MOUDI-type impactors. For real time number
measurements, it has been shown through calibration tests with
monodisperse aerosol that the distributions produced by the ELPI
are in close agreement with Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer data
(Marjamaki et al., 2000). Keskinen et al. (1992) also reported good
agreement with differential mobility analyser data although the
resolution was low compared to Differential Mobility Analysis
when analysing aerosol of narrow size ranges. The technique has
been successfully applied to size-segregated ultrafine particle
studies incorporating trace metal analysis by Pakkanen et al. (2001)
and Hays et al. (2011) in both background and near-highway set-
tings. In both of these cases the instrument was used as a con-
ventional impactor to collect filter samples for later offline analysis
(Pakkanen et al., 2001; Hays et al., 2011).

Important considerations in the employment of impactors are
sampling artefacts such as particle bounce and blow-off, which lead
to larger particles being carried over into later stages producing less
accurate size distributions. Some studies use coatings on the
impaction surfaces to reduce this, but if chemical or gravimetric
analysis is to be performed on the samples this may present
problems. A recent study of interstage nanoparticle losses in the
MOUDI concluded that particles below 40 nm aerodynamic diam-
eter were significantly affected by interstage loss between the inlet
and the lower stages (7e10). The authors also suggest that in the
13-stage MOUDI and nanoMOUDI instruments, interstage losses of
nanoparticles would be even more serious. It was also observed
that the nozzles in the 7the10th stages clogged easily during
sampling and must be cleaned regularly, otherwise an increase in
the pressure dropswill result and cause a decrease in the cut-points
of these stages. However, since the plates are fragile it is not
possible to use ultrasonic cleaning to remove deposited particles
(Liu et al., 2013).

One method which has been used to mitigate these problems
was reported by Cass et al. (2000), who used a cyclone impactor
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upstream of the MOUDI to impose a cut of 1800 nm before the
airstream entered the impactor. This reduced carryover of coarser
material into the lower stages. Geller et al. (2002) achieved a similar
effect by putting a 10 stage MOUDI with no afterfilter ahead of the
nanoMOUDI, which prevented particles >180 nm Da from entering
the instrument. While effective, these techniques can only be
employed if the study does not intend to measure coarser material.

During a study in Gwangju, Park et al. (2008c) used a Differential
Mobility Analyser to size segregate particles, which were then
collected onto TEM grids in a nano-aerosol sampler for offline TEM
analysis (Park et al., 2008c).

4.1.1. Filter substrates
An important consideration in the employment of impactor-

type instruments is the filter substrate on which the sample is
deposited. There are numerous different types available which
differ considerably in physical and chemical characteristics,
including Al foils, quartz fibre filters, PTFE membrane filters and
membrane filters made from cellulose nitrate or polycarbonate.
Mechanical (to avoid biasing mass measurements) and chemical
stability are paramount, especially given the small masses collected
in ultrafine sampling. Similarly, low blank concentrations and low
variability for the species of interest are crucial. Selection of filter
type depends on the type of analytical procedure which will be
applied and the subject under investigation. A number of publica-
tions are available which discuss this issue in depth (Chow, 1995;
Wieprecht et al., 2004).

The studies referenced in Table 2 all utilised either PTFE or
polycarbonate filters for collection of samples for metal analysis.
Such substrates offer good particle retention and PTFE filters are
non-reactive (Wieprecht et al., 2004). Although quartz filters are
more resistant to artefact effects and moisture absorption
(Wieprecht et al., 2004), they are also more brittle, which can lead
to fibres being lost during handling introducing a negative mass
bias (Chow, 1995). Ultrafine and nanoparticle sampling would be
highly sensitive to such errors owing to the small sampled masses.

4.2. Off-line studies using electron microscopy

Bzdek et al. (2012) recently published a review of many of the
most prominently used on-line and off-line techniques for the
analysis of individual particles. They noted that it is crucially
important that the sampled nanoparticles give an accurate repre-
sentation of the particle classes and morphologies present in
ambient air, but that off-line methods such as Transmission Elec-
tron MicroscopyeX-rayeEnergy Dispersive Spectroscopy (TEMe

XeEDS) offer better characterisation of physical structure and
chemical composition than on-line single particle techniques are
currently able to do (Bzdek et al., 2012). Smith et al. (2012) observed
that one weakness of TEM is a tendency to lose volatile material.
This is not relevant to all metallic particles, but some elements do
appear in volatile or semi-volatile material. Smith et al. (2012) also
reported Na and K-bearing non-aggregated beam sensitive parti-
cles which they associated with inorganic salts. A further problem
is that analysis by these techniques is laborious and time-
consuming, so only relatively small numbers of particles from any
given sample can be imaged and analysed, with a corresponding
effect on the statistical validity of the results (Smith et al., 2012).

X-ray energy dispersive spectroscopy has been used to investi-
gate the chemical composition at the individual particle level
(Smith et al., 2012). Patel et al. (2012) did report, however, that zinc
and calcium could only be detected by EDS in larger agglomerates,
and not the primary particles ranging between 20 and 50 nm. They
also established through comparison with results from selected
area diffraction patterns that these elements were likely to be
present as compounds rather than in their elemental forms, and
probably as amorphous structures (Patel et al., 2012).

Smith et al. (2012) identified 8 characteristic particle morphol-
ogies in fine/ultrafine urban particles during the REPARTEE study in
London. Carbonaceous particles dominated the size ranges be-
tween 0.2 mmand 1.2 mm; these particles weremainly aggregates of
spherules composed either wholly of C or incorporating some O
and sometimes Si. Amorphous aggregates similar to thesewere also
observed containing metals. Ca, K and Fe were most common.
Crystalline Fe oxide particles and Ca based particles, both amor-
phous and crystalline, were reported; the Ca particles showed
strong peaks in Ca, O and C, along with Na, Al and Si. This is typical
of mineral and soil based sources (Smith et al., 2012).

Adachi and Buseck (2010) also used TEM with EDS, reporting a
range of trace metals in nanoparticles and determining that Fe was
the commonest constituent (often associated with Cr, Mn and/or
Ti), followed by Pb and Zn, which were frequently found together,
They also examined co-existence in multimetallic particles in
detail. However, their results also gave prominence to elements
which are not generally emphasised in bulk studies. For instance,
Hg was also detected in over 10% of nanoparticles, both in aggre-
gates and adhered to host particles, and was quite beam sensitive.
Hg has several known sources, of which fossil fuel combustion is
most important globally, but local industrial sources may dominate
at individual sampling locations (Adachi and Buseck, 2010).

Utsunomiya et al. (2004) examined trace metals in fine/ultra-
fine particulates from Detroit using TEM-X-EDS and gave partic-
ular prominence to Pb, found in the form of PbO included in
carbonaceous soot, indicative of origin in fossil fuel combustion.
Zn tended to occur in complex aggregates with other nano-
particles such as Fe, Si and Al oxides and phosphates. Some larger
FeeZn particles (100e150 nm) were found to be Fe3Zn10, associ-
ated with metallurgical processes, and correlation analysis showed
both metallurgical and fossil fuel sources (Utsunomiya et al.,
2004).

Ultrafine material generated from the road-tyre interface has
been reported to exhibit five major particle types, two of which are
liquid (Dahl et al., 2006). The solid phase particles consist of single
near-spherical particles and agglomerates of near-spherical parti-
cles, whose mobility diameters are between 10 and 100 nm. It is
suggested that the spherical primary particles originate from car-
bon black used as a reinforcing filler though it is possible that small
inclusions of ZnO or ZnS are responsible for the spherical
morphology. The fractal structure of the agglomerates implies that
they were detached under tensile stress rather than excessive
heating, which would cause the chains to contract (Dahl et al.,
2006).

Vehicle exhaust particles are typically the dominant source of
ultrafine particulate matter, especially in urban areas and their
characterisation is vital for assessing the effects of exposure. Ac-
cording to Tumolva et al. (2010), such particles are typically highly
agglomerated with a high surface area to mass ratio, consisting of
large numbers of small spherical carbon based primary particles.
Diesel soot, which forms a large part of the total ultrafine particu-
late matter burden, has been the subject of a number of attempts to
characterise physical as well as chemical characteristics more
closely. A recent study (Lu et al., 2012) using TEM established that
freshly emitted medium duty diesel engine particulate matter is
generally composed of spherical or near spherical particles aver-
aging 23.8 nm-28.5 nm diameter; however, the characteristics of
the emitted particles were found to vary depending on engine
speed and load, with low engine speeds and high loads generating
larger primary particles. The study also discovered that higher
engine speeds producemore disordered structures. (Lu et al., 2012).
Tumolva et al. (2010) reported a mean primary particle diameter of
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24 nm (SD 3.5 nm) for diesel soot produced in the laboratory, with a
mean maximum length of 262 nm (SD 222 nm). This study also
reported a relatively low fractal dimension of 1.69 for diesel exhaust
particles, indicating a high level of branching in diesel particle
agglomerate structures.

Jung et al. (2005) determined that CeO2 additives in diesel en-
gines contribute ceria to the particulate phase in two main
morphological types. Firstly, fractal agglomerates of carbonaceous
spherules of around 20e30 nm (the typical structure for diesel
soot) with nanoparticulate cerium oxide (around 5e7 nm) adhered
to the surface, and secondly, metallic aggregates formed from CeO2
nanoparticles (5e7 nm) with some carbon. (Jung et al., 2005). The
second particle class contains proportionally far more cerium than
the first. They point out that the very high melting point of ceria
(2200e2400 �C)means that a nanoparticulate ceria additive should
remain unchanged through diesel combustion.

Some similar morphological characteristics for diesel engine
derived metallic particles are also observed with the Fe fuel ad-
ditives, depending on the level of doping. In a trial of ferrocene
doping, Miller et al. (2007a) discovered that at low Fe concen-
trations (20 ppm doping level), exhaust particles exhibit typical
diesel soot morphology, but above an Fe/C ratio of 0.013 the
morphology switches to homogeneously nucleated metallic par-
ticles which form agglomerates across a wider size range. Miller
et al. (2007a) reported two principal agglomeration modes, the
first where 5e10 nm Fe nanoparticles attach to carbon agglom-
erates, and the second where larger iron agglomerates coagulate
with carbon agglomerates In this second case, the primary
metallic particles can be so small they are not easily resolved by
TEM, but can be observed through EDS spectra of large particles,
implying it is present through vapour deposition onto carbon
particles. Results suggest that particle size is dose-dependent,
since iron primary particles are larger at higher doping levels
(Miller et al., 2007a).

A more recent study of ferrocene fuel additives by Nash et al.
(2013) assumes a formation process whereby Fe nucleates in the
early phase of soot formation and then the Fe particles are
incorporated in larger agglomerates in the exhaust. As well as the
additive, substantial (>1000 ppm) concentrations of Ca and Zn
were present in the lubricating oil along with smaller (<100 ppm)
levels of Cu, Cr, Fe, Mg and Mn. A doping level of 25 ppm Fe was
found to change the normal particle distribution (volume mean
80e90 nm) by introducing a second smaller mode. This effect,
resulting in a reduction in volume and number concentrations in
the accumulation mode and an increase in number and volume of
nanoparticles, becomes more pronounced as the doping level in-
creases. TEM analysis revealed that at 18 nm mean diameter,
spherical and irregular morphologies are both present, attributed
to Fe nuclei agglomerating to form clusters prior to soot formation
and to Fe particles which coalesced and agglomerated after soot
formation and oxidation. By comparison at 100 nm mean aero-
dynamic diameter, carbon agglomerates dominate, with Fe oc-
clusions and surface deposits. Aerosol Time-of-Flight-Mass
Spectrometry (ATOFMS) data demonstrated that almost all Fe was
in the elemental form, with trace amounts of FeO but no Fe2O3.
XRF showed that in undoped diesel exhaust Fe represents around
0.1% of the total particle mass, increasing to 1% at 25 ppm ferro-
cene. The distribution changes as iron content increases; at
25 ppm Fe, some 81% of the Fe content is in particles smaller than
56 nm, but at 200 ppm Fe, this falls to around 50% (Nash et al.,
2013).

Buonanno et al. (2011) reported that ultrafine particles from an
incinerator stack demonstrated a wide range of morphologies,
including platelets and thin plates with indented and rounded
edges. The stack emissions were found to contain high quantities of
metal oxides and silicates, with Fe, FeeCr, Zn, WeFeeCr and Ti
oxides being prevalent (Buonanno et al., 2011).

4.3. On-line studies using aerosol mass spectrometry

Early ATOFMS systems required the particle to be >200 nm
(optical diameter) to scatter the visible laser beam (Jayne et al.,
2000). For particles below this limit, detection efficiency is
strongly dependent on size and composition. Aerodynamic focus-
sing lens systems have been developed to improve transmission
efficiencies in the ultrafine, leading to the ultrafine-ATOFMS in-
strument, which has much improved particle sizing and detection
efficiencies in this size range (Su et al., 2003). This technique has
successfully been applied by Toner et al. (2006) to the source
apportionment of ultrafine and accumulation mode particles
arising from diesel and gasoline emissions. Zauscher et al. (2011)
developed a water-based growth tube system which uses
condensation to grow particles which would be too small for op-
tical detection. This enables the detection and analysis of particles
down to 38 nm (Zauscher et al., 2011).

The rapid single particle mass spectrometer (RSMS) has also
been applied to single particle studies (Phares et al., 2003; Lake
et al., 2003; Tolocka et al., 2004) with some success. Lake et al.
(2003) were able to analyse ultrafine particles down to an aero-
dynamic diameter of 45 nm, determining that around 10% of
sampled particles in an optimum range of 50e770 nm contained
metals. Phares et al. (2003) reported detection of Al, Fe, K, Pb and V
at the Houston supersite. A more detailed treatment of the tech-
nique was published by Reinard et al. (2007).

Park et al. (2009) reported the development of a Laser-Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) method which can be applied to
investigate the chemical composition of particles down to around
60 nm, by employing an aerodynamic lens system to allow focus-
sing of smaller particles. This method has been found to exhibit
linear mass-peak area relationships for several metals, and to be
able to detect internally mixed metal aerosols. Previously LIBS
techniques had only been applied above lower limits of 200e
400 nm and no reported results existed for particles below 100 nm
(Park et al., 2009).

4.4. Source apportionment

A number of source apportionment techniques are widely used
to examine airborne particulate matter data. The most widely used
techniques fall under the category of receptor models such as
Chemical Mass Balance (CMB), Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and Positive Matrix Factorisation (PMF), which use chemical and
physical properties of PM to assign contributions to different
sources. Applying these methods to mass concentration data of
ultrafine and nanoparticles poses several challenges. Chemical
mass balance can be a valuable method, providing that sources are
already known and there is already detailed information concern-
ing source profiles (Wang et al., 2012). This is a severe hindrance in
applying this technique to ultrafine particle data where source
profile information is sparse. If some sources are not known, or
source profile information is limited, chemical mass balance is less
useful; in such circumstances PCA and PMF are preferred
(Srimuruganandam and Shiva Nagendra, 2012).

Principal Component Analysis has been successfully applied to
PM0.25 metal composition data by Saffari et al. (2013), who used this
technique to resolve data from 10 sites in the Los Angeles area into
five separate components. The first component showed high
loadings for mineral elements (Ca and Mg) and transition metals
such as Fe, Co, Ti and Mn. This factor was attributed to road dust
enriched by traffic-related emissions. PC2 was characterised by
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high loadings (<0.7) for brakewear elements such as Ba, Cu and Sb.
When PCA was applied separately to urban and receptor sites, Ba
and Cu appeared in different factors. At urban sites, these elements
were classed in the road dust factor, but formed a separate factor at
receptor sites. The authors attributed this change to the dominance
of vehicle emissions in urban areas making it more difficult to
separate emission sources. Road dust was found to account for
more of the total variance at urban sites (62%) compared to receptor
sites (35%) (Saffari et al., 2013). Lin et al. (2005) also applied PCA to
MOUDI and nanoMOUDI sample results from Pingtung, Taiwan.
This study found four factors in nano/ultrafine particulates which
corresponded to elements associated with diesel, gasoline, fuel oil
and industrial emissions. They reported strong correlations be-
tween Ba, Pb and Zn in this size range, which supported a traffic
source for these elements. The relative abundance for these ele-
ments in PM0.056e0.1 and PM0.056 was more similar to diesel emis-
sions than to gasoline (Lin et al., 2005).

PMF is increasingly widely used for source apportionment.
Unlike CMB, there is not a requirement for source profiles to be
input into the model. However, in order to interpret the factors
reported by the model as pollution sources, some knowledge of
source profiles is still required (Wang et al., 2012). PMF can provide
a robust solution provided that the sample:variable ratio is above
3:1. PMF is particularly suitable for analysing long time series, and
observations need not be continuous for the method to work
effectively. Assigning factors to sources is complex and to some
extent subjective, as there are problems with the inconsistent use
of species as source tracers (Reff et al., 2007). PMF results therefore
have to be carefully interpreted. As of yet now, of PMF for nano-
particle source apportionment (especially mass-based) has been
limited, owing to the difficulty of collecting enough samples to
ensure the results are valid. Because of the long sampling times
necessary, short term variations which would make factorisation
easier tend to be averaged out, suppressing the impact of individual
sources (Kumar et al., 2012).

5. Conclusion

While much progress has been made in understanding the
sources contributing ultrafine particles to the atmosphere and
characterising them in terms of particle number and size distri-
butions, there is far less knowledge of the metal components of the
ultrafine fraction. There is some knowledge of physical and chem-
ical properties such as whether metals are free-floating or hosted
on or within carbonaceous or mineral matrices, single particles or
agglomerates. In some cases these properties have been associated
with different source types. At this stage there are few studies
reporting bulk ambient metal concentrations. Progress has been
made in understanding how physical and chemical atmospheric
processes affect ultrafine particles, and understanding how con-
centrations, composition and distribution vary in different envi-
ronments. Progress has been made in establishing elements,
compounds and particle types which are diagnostic of particular
emission sources in larger size ranges, but their applicability to
ultrafine particles is very limited.

Future research needs to consider the distribution of metals
between size ranges, with a view to determining the chemical
composition arising from different sources, especially as these may
vary from the bulk, for example, the case of Al being less reliable as
a crustal origin marker in ultrafine particles than coarse particles
has been discussed.

The greatest weaknesses in characterising the metallic content
of nanoparticles in the atmosphere derive directly from the very
lowconcentrations present and the fact that these require very long
sampling times for conventional analytical methods to give useful
data. Attempts at higher time resolution have to date had limited
success although single particle techniques, and especially those
based on mass spectrometric methods, offer the possibility of
characterising both size and metal content of particles. However,
current instruments have difficulties sampling particles right into
the nanoparticle size range and low resolution mass spectrometry
suffers from isobaric interference with ions derived from non-
metallic species. Given the current rapid expansion in the use of
nanomaterials in everyday consumer products, many of them
metal-based, there is a pressing need for real-time measurements
of specific nanoparticles. If nanoparticle measurement technology
is to rise to the associated challenges, there is a need to develop
instruments capable of the sensitivity and specificity needed to
characterise nano-sized particles for a range of chemical constitu-
ents in real time. Much yet remains to be done to meet this
objective.
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